15/7/21
Liberal Arts and Sciences
English
Stuart P. Sherman Papers, 1903-26

Box 1:

Correspondence, 1904-26, A-F, including
  Alden, Raymond M.
  American Academy of Arts and Letters
  Anderson, Sherwood (4)
  Babbitt, Irving (21)
  Bennett, James O'Donnell (1)
  Bigelow, Poultney (2)
  Boyd, Ernest (1)
  Bromfield, Louis (2)
  Brownell, W. C. (17)
  Burt, Struthers (1)
  Butler, Nicholas Murray (3)
  Cortissoz, Royal
  Charnwood (2)
  Clark, T. A.
  Colum, Mary (2)
  Croly, Herbert (1)
  Darrow, Clarence (1)
  Dell, Floyd (3)
  Erskine, John (6)
  Foerster, Norman (2)

Box 2:

Correspondence, 1904-26, G-M, including
  Garland, Hamlin (30)
  Glasgow, Ellen (7)
  Hackett, Francis (3)
  Lawrence, D. H. (1)
  Lewis, Sinclair (7)
  Lindsay, Vachel (9)
  Lovett, Robert Morss (9)
  MacKaye, Percy (6)
  Matthews, Brander (12)

Box 3:

Correspondence, 1904-26, N-S, including
  Nevins, Allan
Paine, Albert Bigelow (7)
Perry, Bliss (10)
Phelps, William Lyon (5)
Powys, Llewlyn (3)
Raphaelson, Samson (21)
Rascoe, Burton (9)
Sarett, Lew (9)
Seldes, Gilbert (1)
Spicer-Simson, Theodore (45)
Spingarn, Joel E. (5)
Strunsky, Simeon (5)
Sullivan, Mark (1)
Swinnerton, Frank (3)

Box 4:

Correspondence, 1904-26, T-Z, including
  Thorndile, Ashley H. (24)
  Villard, Oswald Garrison (10)
  Van Doren, Carl (42)
  Van Doren, Irita (8)
  Van Doren, Mark (2)
Correspondence Sent, A-Z, including
  Babbitt, Irving (6)
  Bartow, Mrs. Edward (1), 1907
  Brownell, W. C. (15)
  Canby, Henry S. (4)
  Daniels, Earl (3), 1916-17, 1924
  Longwell, Daniels (3)
  Crothers, S. M. (3)
  Erskine, John (6)
  Glasgow, Ellen (3)
  Holt, Henry (11)
  McNitt, V. V. (11)
  More, Paul E. (21)
  Nevins, Allen (3)
  Perkins, Maxwell (12)
  Putnam, George Havens (5)
  Raphaelson, Samson (5)
  Sarett, Lew (6)
  Sedgwick, Ellery (38)
  Spicer-Simson, Theodore (8)
Spingarn, Joel (6)

Box 5:

Class Lecture Notes, 1907-22
  English 53, 54, 137

Box 6:

Class Lecture Notes, English, 1 and 2

Box 7:

Comments on Removal to New York
Early Manuscripts
Notes for Unwritten Essays
  Browning
  Hardy
  Crane
Talks to Students
  Book Reviewing
  The Essay
  Reviewing
  Jocularity as a Branch of Ethics
  A Footnote to the Gospel of Beauty
  Graduate Study
Talks to Teachers of English
Notes (used in writing)
  Letters to a Lady
  Contemporary Verse - Poetic Anthologies
  Cornelia
  The Successful Executive
  Paul E. More and Babbitt
  Nature and Natural - Humanism of Shakespeare
  Roosevelt's Cromwell
  Montaigne
  Shaping Men and Women
  Best Tales for Children
Notes on Reading
Rousseau and the Return to Nature
English Readings, Vachel Lindsay essay
Unpublished Manuscripts: list as received; essays and addresses
Walter Pater - Arthur Symons
Phi Beta Kappa Address - 1918
Harvard Phi Beta Kappa Dinner
In Thanksgiving for Victory
When There is Peace
Champaign High School Commencement
Chicago Club - Quick Dinner
The Real Thing
An Old Puritan in a New World
Is Criticism Any Use?
Col. Spring's Rotary
New York Library Club
Blue Berries

Ideas for Development
E. J. James State University
The Cretan Labyrinth
The Larger Life
Essence of Belles Lettres
Criticism of Contemporary Literature
Satirical Humour
Topics for "Books"
Celtic Renaissance
Philosophy of Expression
Place of Jesus
Evolution
Dreams
English Prose Music

Motes and Manuscripts re: Mencken

Box 8:

Sherman bibliographies
Verse. in print
Manuscripts and typescripts of book reviews
Typescript for Men of Letters of the British Isles
Manuscripts of articles of "Books"
Manuscripts and Typescripts of printed pieces
Manuscripts and Typescripts of Book Reviews (including Edith Whorton)

Box 9:

Publications, 1909-21
1921-26
Thomas Carlyle, September 1918
Copy of On Contemporary Literature (1917) inscribed to Mrs. Edward Bartow, November 20, 1919
Copy of Points of View (1924)
Copy of the Genius of America (1924)
Reviews printed in:
    The Evening Post
    The Nation

Box 10:

Typescripts and Manuscripts
    Benjamin Franklin
    R. L. Stevenson
    George Washington
    Willa Cather

Clippings about Sherman

Box 11:

Journals, 1910-21

Box 12:

Journals, 1922-26
Diaries, 1904-06
Notebooks, 1900-26

Box 13:

Clippings
    Shakespeare
        1904 Harvard Crimson article on Forbes-Robertson Hamlet, 1904, 1916 Sherman's
        March 11, 1916 statement for the Forbes-Robertson Hamlet program at
        Illinois
        1916 Boston Transcript article on Shakespeare productions December 21, 1916
        Nation (A. LeBraz) Shakespeare article
    Theodore Roosevelt, 1916, 1919, 1923
    Nation - Literary articles, including P. E. More, 1909-15, 1919
    Drama columns, Nation, 1909-16
    Greek - Nation and other clippings on Greek literature, 1910-12
    Sociology - Henry J. Ford in the Nation, 1909
Floyd Dell - Literature of the Machine Age in *The Liberator*, 1923-24
Don Marquis - Archy column, January 1925
*New Republic* book articles, 1917, 1919
Book censorship
John S. McGroarty poem
Francis Grierson photo
Medals and Numismatics - 2 publications
Photo of 11 poets, ca 1915

Personal notes on students, poetry and miscellaneous notes on criticism, Imitation of Socrates (8 pp) and Tristan and Iseult (8 pp)

English Courses
- English 2 - study suggestions, lectures, 16th century literature
- English 23 (Shakespeare) - exams and quizzes, 1919-23; first lecture
- English 53 (Matthew Arnold) - exams, 1918-24; Lectures and Empedocles on Etna; Arnold: A Summary (7 pp); Merope (5 pp)
- English 187 (19th Century Prose Writers)

Box 14:

English 138 (Romantic Movement in England)
- Topics, bibliography and exams
- Romanticism Analyzed
- Romanticism
- Burke, Rousseau, Paine, Hazlett
- De Quincey, Blake, Godwin
- Pope
- Collins
- Coleridge
- Shelley
- Wordsworth
- Miltonic - Blank Verse Revival
- Thomson - Spring
- John Newton
- Sit Walter Scott
- Southey
- Joseph Warton
- Thomas Warton
- John Wasley
- Edward Young
- Ballad Literature
- Chatterton
- Cowper
Goldsmith
Gothic Romance
Thomas Gray
Richard Hurd
MacPherson
Spenser in the Romantic Movement
Spenserians - Outline Shenstone
James Thomson
Horace Walpole
Edward Young in France
Edward Young in Germany